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Abstract

We show that the recognition accuracy of an MDT recognizer which performs well on artificially noisified data, deteriorates rapidly under realistic noisy conditions (using multiple microphone recordings from the SPEECON/SpeechDat-Car databases) and is outperformed by a commercially available recognizer which was trained using a multi-condition paradigm. Analysis of the recognition results indicates that the recording channels with the lowest SNRs where the MDT recognizer fails most, are also the channels which suffer most from room reverberation. Despite the channel compensation measures we took, it appears difficult to maintain the restorative power of MDT in such non-additive noise conditions.

Index Terms: Automatic Speech Recognition, Missing Data Techniques, Noise Robustness

1. Introduction

When confronted with background noise, the performance of an automatic speech recognition (ASR) engine typically degrades substantially. A practical approach to improve the noise robustness of a speech recognizer is multi-condition training [1]. Rather than training acoustic models on speech from a quiet environment only, the acoustic models are trained directly on noisy speech signals. The train set is carefully selected to reflect the multiple acoustic environments that are considered to be representative for the target application.

While often effective, especially for stationary background noise, recognition accuracies obtained with multi-condition training quickly deteriorate when the noisy environment deviates from the one that was used for training. Another disadvantage of multi-condition training is that the performance compared to matched clean conditions typically degrades. Many other approaches have been proposed to improve noise robustness [1], but for applications in which the background noise is highly variable and unpredictable, it is undesirable to model the statistics of the noise. In this paper we study Missing Data Techniques (MDTs) [2] which focus on speech properties.

The general idea behind MDT is that it is possible to estimate —prior to decoding— which speech features are reliable (i.e., dominated by speech energy) and which are unreliable (i.e., dominated by background noise). These reliability estimates are used to treat reliable and unreliable features differently and are referred to as a spectrographic mask. This mask can, for instance, be used to replace the unreliable features by clean speech estimates, after which recognition proceeds without further noise compensation. Thus, the acoustic models for MDT are trained on clean speech which greatly reduces the cost of data collection. Moreover, MDTs hold the promise of being more flexible in handling unexpected noises, provided the spectrographic mask is correctly estimated.

Most of the existing knowledge about the effectiveness of MDTs has been acquired using databases with noisy speech that has been constructed by artificially adding noise of various types and intensities to clean speech, in particular databases constructed in the AURORA project [3]. On these artificial data sets MDTs have proved to be able to effectively mitigate the impact of both stationary and non-stationary noise. However, very few reports exist (e.g. [4]) that describe the effectiveness of single-channel MDT recognition on real world recordings.

The goal of the current paper is to explore the effectiveness of an MDT recognizer on data recorded in real-world conditions. For this purpose we use a subset of the recordings from the SPEECON [5] (entertainment room, office and public environment) and SpeechDat-Car [6] databases and compare MDT recognition performance with that of the Nuance VOCON 3200 recognizer that has been trained with a multi-condition training approach.

The SPEECON and SpeechDat-Car databases contain simultaneous recordings from four microphones placed at different distances from the speaker, one of them being a close-talk microphone. As a result, each channel has been affected by its own specific way by the room acoustics and has an unknown amount of acoustic energy from the environment mixed in. In order to express recognition accuracy as a function of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), we need an estimation of clean speech energy. To that end, we estimated the clean speech component in each channel using an acoustic echo canceler (AEC) which was fed with the close-talk channel as a reference signal. These clean speech estimates were also used to obtain an estimate of an ideal spectrographic mask which gives us an upper limit on the achievable MDT performance. Additionally, we conduct experiments with two blind mask estimation methods.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First in Section 2 we introduce MDT and the various mask estimation techniques. In Section 3 we describe the recognition task and the two recognition engines. In Section 4 we present our results and we discuss these in Section 5. Finally we present our conclusions and suggestions for future work in Section 6.

2. MDT ASR

2.1. Introduction

Under the assumption that the noise in noisy signals is additive and uncorrelated to the speech, the power spectrogram of noisy speech $Y$, can be described as the sum of the individual power
spectrograms of clean speech $S$ and noise $N$, i.e., $Y = S + N$. Elements of $Y$ that predominantly contain speech or noise energy are distinguished by a spectrographic mask $M$:

$$M(k, t) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if} \frac{10 \log_{10}[S(k, t)/N(k, t)] > \theta} \text{reliable} \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \text{unreliable} \end{cases}$$

with frequency band $k (1 \leq k \leq K)$, timeframe $t (1 \leq t \leq T)$ and constant threshold $\theta$ (in dB).

Using log-compressed features, the reliable noisy speech features can be used directly as estimates of the clean speech features [2]. For the unreliable features we provide clean speech estimates during decoding [7]. In experiments with artificially added noise, the so-called oracle masks can be computed directly using Eq. 1. In realistic situations, however, the masks must be estimated [8]. In the next subsections we describe the mask estimation methods employed in this work.

2.2. VQ missing data masks

As a first approach to estimate spectrographic masks, we employ the Vector Quantization (VQ) strategy proposed in [9]. Here, the key idea is to estimate masks by making only weak assumptions about the noise, while relying on a strong model for the speech. The speech model uses a-priori knowledge about how the human voice manifests itself in terms of harmonicity, voicing, onset, etc. We seek to recover the original clean speech vector from a set of stored codewords by minimizing a cost function that is robust against additive noise corruptions. To compensate for linear channel distortions, the VQ-system self-adjusts the codebook containing the codewords to the channel during online recognition. Finally, the spectrographic VQ-based mask is estimated by thresholding the ratio of speech and noise power estimates using Eq. 1. The VQ-codebook was trained on features extracted from a subset of the training data (containing close-talk channel speech) and the number of codebook entries was limited to 1000. Recognition tests on the test set using a large interval of threshold values revealed that the threshold setting was not very sensitive. The (optimal) results presented in this work were obtained with $\theta = 9$ dB.

2.3. SVM missing data masks

A different approach to mask estimation is to use machine learning to directly classify each feature as either reliable or unreliable. Inspired by the Bayesian classification approach in [10], we created a mask estimation procedure using several independent Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers. We trained a separate SVM classifier for each of the $K = 22$ Mel frequency bands using LIBSVM [11]. Each classifier used the same set of single-frame-based features consisting of the ‘Subband Energy to Subband Noise Floor Ratio’ and ‘Flatness’ features derived from the noisy Mel-spectral features described in [10], as well as all features used for the VQ-based mask estimation described in the previous Section. The SVMs were trained on 20000 frames (amounting to 20 seconds of speech) randomly extracted from the Aurora-4 multi-condition training set [12]. Reliability labels used in training were obtained from the oracle mask, derived by using the (available) clean speech and noise sources in Eq. 1 with $\theta = -3$ dB (cf. [9]). We used an RBF-kernel and hyper-parameters were optimized by doing 5-fold cross validation on the training set.

2.4. Semi-oracle mask

With the single microphone recordings used in this paper, the clean speech and noise components are not known exactly. As a consequence, oracle masks for obtaining an estimate of the upper bound on recognition performance with MDT cannot be computed. In order to approximate the oracle mask, we use an acoustic echo canceler (AEC) to predict the clean speech component in the far-talk channels from the close-talk channel.

In the terminology of literature on AEC: the close-talk channel serves as the far-end signal, while the noisy speech in the far-talk channel takes the role of the near-end signal. The AEC then estimates an adaptive Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter which approximates the near-end signal by filtering the far-end signal. The FIR filter models the acoustic path from the close-talk microphone to the far-talk microphone. Hence, filtering the close-talk signal projects the high-SNR signal to the far-talk microphone and serves as an estimate of the clean speech component in the far-talk channel. Subtracting it from the real far-talk signal yields an estimate of the noise picked up by the far-talk microphone. Thresholding the ratio of speech and noise power estimates using Eq. 1 we obtain the semi-oracle mask.

Because the noise in the far-talk channel is permanently present, the AEC works in double-talk conditions. This leads to biased estimates, poor convergence or even divergence of the FIR filter coefficients. To mitigate the bias caused by the double-talk condition, we selected the PEM-AFROW algorithm [13], which estimates pre-whitening filters along with the FIR filter (with an impulse response length of 20ms).

Recognition tests using a large interval of threshold values yielded optimal results with $\theta = 6$ dB for the car and public hall environments and $\theta = -1$ dB for the entertainment room and office environments.

3. Experimental Setup

3.1. Speech material

For our recognition experiments, we used a subset of the isolated word data in the Flemish part of the SPEECON [5] and the SpeechDat-Car [6] databases. We selected speech recorded in four environments (office, public hall, entertainment room and car) using four microphones with different directional characteristics which were placed at various distances (up to 1.5 m) from the speaker. Channel #1 always pertains to a close-talk microphone.

The complete test set contains 157k words. In order to reduce the computation time needed for recognition, we constructed a subset containing a balanced mixture of SNR conditions: First, we estimated the clean speech and noise signals using the AEC as described in Section 2.4. Next, after dividing the signal into silence and speech parts using an energy-based voice activity detection algorithm, the SNR per utterance was estimated, using the average frame energy of the speech-only frames of the estimated clean speech signal and of the noise-only frames of the estimated noise signal.

Using these SNR estimates we created 6 SNR subsets, each with a 5 dB binwidth, spanning a 0 dB to 30 dB range. The SNR subsets were filled by randomly selecting 700 utterances per SNR subset, ensuring a uniform word occurrence. The number of utterances per channel is not evenly distributed per SNR bin: While there are some differences per noise environment, generally speaking, the highest SNR bins mostly contain utterances from channel #1 while the lowest SNR bins mostly contain channel #4 speech.

3.2. Recognizers

In our experiments, we use the ESAT MDT recognizer and the VOCON 3200 recognizer (version 2.6) from Nuance Commu...
nizations. The VOCON 3200 ASR engine is a small-footprint engine, using MFCC based features and HMM models. It uses the multi-condition training approach in tandem with speech enhancement techniques to cope with stationary or slowly varying background noise.

The details of the ESAT MDT-recognizer can be found in [7, 14]. In a nutshell, 22-channel MEL filter bank spectra and their derivatives are transformed to the PROSPECT domain [7], where clean speech estimates are obtained during decoding. The derivative features are imputed using separate masks, derived from the static mask as in [15]. Convolutional noise is much more rapidly with decreasing SNR than expected on the basis of experiments with Aurora [9], it is apparent that the (estimated) clean speech in the car environment (Fig. 1a), which shows a higher WER (3.5% against 1.5%) in the 25-30 dB SNR range.

Except for the car environment, recognition performance with the MDT recognizer deteriorates very rapidly with decreasing SNR. Even at a moderate 15-20 dB SNR range, the MDT recognizer is generally too high to be usable in a practical application. Despite the fact that the semi-oracle mask does perform better than the masks estimated solely on the basis of a single recording channel, WERs are still disappointingly high, especially at the lowest SNR ranges.

Differences between the results obtained with VQ and SVM based mask estimation methods are small in the entertainment room and public hall environments (Figs. 1b, 1d). In the car and office environments (Figs. 1a, 1c) the differences are more substantial, up to ≈ 20% absolute WER in the 0-5 dB SNR range.

5. Discussion

Although our MDT recognizer has shown acceptable performance on artificially noised data at low SNRs (e.g., [9]), it is apparent that it fails do so on real, noisy speech recordings. Also, the differences in performance between the multi-condition trained VOCON recognizer and our MDT recognizers increase much more rapidly with decreasing SNR than expected on the basis of previous experiences with artificially noised data.

Comparing the recognition accuracies for the estimated VQ and SVM masks with those for the semi-oracle mask show that the recognition errors of our MDT recognizer are at least partly due to mask estimation errors. For both masks the difference in performance with the semi-oracle mask is quite substantial. Moreover, although the SVM-based mask consistently performs better than the VQ-based mask, the WER differences achievable with the two estimated masks are small.

The most striking result in Fig. 1 is the relatively high WER obtained at low SNRs with the semi-oracle mask. Although MDT is expected to perform somewhat worse than a multi-condition trained recognizer, a more thorough investigation why the difference with the VOCON results is so large at low SNRs is in order.

A first explanation is that the semi-oracle mask is derived under the assumption that the close-talk signal can be considered as ‘clean’ speech. However, the close-talk microphone may also pick up environmental noise or non-speech sounds. Clearly, our semi-oracle mask is not the ideal mask (as opposed to the oracle mask in Aurora experiments). If the close-talk signal also contains noise, the clean speech and noise estimated from the AEC-procedure (cf. Section 2.4) may be wrong, causing errors in the semi-oracle mask.

Another explanation for the higher WERs in the lower SNR-ranges relates to the fact that they originate from different recording channels than those for the higher SNR ranges. As mentioned in Section 3.1, with decreasing SNR, more and more utterances are taken from channels #3 and #4. In fact, for the lowest SNRs of the two worst-performing environments, viz. entertainment room and office, virtually all utterances stem from channel #4. Since these utterances are recorded via an omni-directional microphone, they are not only likely to contain more noise energy, giving rise to lower SNRs, but they probably also contain more reverberation effects. In case of reverberation, it is conceivable that the duration of the impulse response of the FIR filter (20 ms) in the AEC is too short.

Detailed analysis of WER as a function of both channel and SNR (not shown here) revealed that indeed, even channel #4 utterances with a high SNR(estimate) had a high WER. The underlying reason is probably that the (estimated) clean speech in the far-talk channel does not fit the acoustic models very well which are trained on the utterances of channel #1. Regardless whether this mismatch is caused by a failing AEC or something else, the assumption that ‘relatable’ time-frequency cells are uncorrupted and therefore require no further processing is apparently violated. The VOCON recognizer, in contrast, employs multi-condition acoustic models which implicitly do capture all inter-channel differences.

6. Conclusions and future work

Reporting WER as a function of SNR, as is customary for experiments on artificially noised data, we observed recognition performance to drop at a much faster rate with decreasing SNR than expected on the basis of experiments with Aurora databases. Moreover, at low SNRs, we were not able to achieve WERs with our MDT recognizer that are comparable to those of a commercial VOCON3200 recognizer which used a multi-condition training paradigm in combination with a traditional denoising front-end, not even when (semi) oracle masks were used. Further analysis showed that the SNR range categories differed not only with respect to the additive noise energy but also with respect to specific recording channel properties (like microphone type and reverberation).

The most important lesson to be learned from the current experiments is that it is not straightforward to transfer the MDT paradigm from an artificial framework like Aurora to a more real-world situation. Clearly, many of the procedures that appeared to be successful on artificially noised databases are much less successful on single channel, far-talk signals. Using the close-talk signal as an auxiliary channel to estimate a semi-oracle mask already appeared to be a non-trivial challenge, let alone the VQ and SVM mask estimation procedures which use only single-channel data. For MDT-ASR to be effective in real world environments, not only the mask estimation procedures need improvement, but also training procedures must be developed that yield (clean speech) acoustic models which are less...
sensitive to idiosyncrasies of the recording channel. Therefore, our future work consists of experimenting with multi-channel acoustic models in the MDT framework. Also, we will investigate the effectiveness of measures against reverberation [16].
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